Report on
the 2019 BA
Conference

‘A Tribe That Anyone Can Join’:
The BA Book Trade Conference 2019
The BA’s annual Conference was held at
Conference Aston on 8-9 September.
Eleanor Bird, delegate, writer (and, briefly,
bookseller) reports.
Booksellers began their two days of total
book-trade immersion therapy with the
Gardners Trade Show, where delegates
could browse the latest offerings from a
range of publishers. The show is large enough
to include everyone from niche publishers to
the big guns, and showcase various non-book
products, while being contained enough not to
overwhelm as London Book Fair can. The reps
were approachable and helpful and the product
inspiring. The buzz as delegates swooped into the venue
and the noise level rose set the scene for what would be a lively
and informative conference.
The Trade Show opened with an interview from no
less than Philip Pullman: ‘I realised I hadn’t finished
writing about everything I had discovered,’ he said.
‘That became the new trilogy, The Book of Dust.’ He
was followed by Giles Brandreth who entertained
with anecdotes about his new title, in which he aims to
encourage people to learn poetry by heart. ‘Poetry is such
a friend. And a book is a friend,’ said Giles, adding: ‘I love an
independent bookshop. You’ve very kindly sold many books
for me…’
The main Conference began with a welcome from regular
and popular conference chair – author, journalist, former
bookseller and all-round bookshop hero, Cathy
Rentzenbrink. Delegates included more than 80
first-timers this year, she reported. Cathy introduced
the BA’s campaigns manager, Emma Bradshaw, who
took us through plans for the 2019 Books Are My Bag
campaign, focusing on Bookshop Day in October.
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High street trends:
What are the
solutions?
‘We booksellers meet
with renewed pride,’
said BA President,
Nic Bottomley, as he took
to the conference stage.
‘Bookshops are doing well.
But we remain concerned about the
longevity of the high street as a whole.’
Nic introduced Mark
Pilkington of retail
brand consultancy,
markpilkington.net,
whose book Retail Therapy
– Why the Retail Industry is
Broken – and What Can Be Done to Fix it
examines the state of the retail sector.
Nic and Mark discussed trends in high
street sales.
‘You are the survivors in the retail industry,’ said Mark,
describing the decline of retail outlets. In the USA
hundreds of shopping malls are closing down. Mark
believes the current decline is more concerning than
previous dips, because it does not coincide with a
widespread economic collapse. The main culprit is, of
course, online selling, which has done serious damage
to big retail groups as well as smaller enterprises.
Other factors include rises in the minimum wage,
high business rates and the cost of occupying retail
property, where values have risen massively at a time
when demand for goods has decreased. Currency
movements and politics have also contributed to
the problem.
In the UK, around 20% of retail sales are now online.
‘The UK has always been ahead in adopting new retail
ideas,’ Mark said. ‘Britain is ideal for distribution by
online sellers because it is geographically compact,
with high concentrations of population in the big
cities.’ Developments in technology will continue
to favour the internet: ‘Virtual reality will soon put
people in stores, talking to staff, without physically
being there.’

Mark feels there is an opportunity for booksellers to
target sales towards ‘Generation Z’ and the younger
Millennials.

‘Although they are online
shoppers, they don’t relate well
to faceless corporations. They like
family-oriented, personally-led,
community-led, genuine brands. The
passion and personal commitment
of bookshops could appeal. They are
searching for human warmth.’
‘In your shops there’s contact, theatre, expert human
advice, and people can be entertained and educated.
The shop is just a channel, it’s the brand that appeals
– and that’s You. Keep pushing that story, your
individuality. The advantage of your store over the
internet is never going to be price-based. It’s about
engagement – that’s the ‘value-add’.’
Mark favours regularly changing, engaging displays
and windows to attract attention and strengthen your
individual brand, perhaps keeping less stock in the
limited shop space and using your internet channel as
a back-up to provide a bigger variety of stock.
For the broader high street,

‘Regeneration needs to be about
multiple retailers working together,’
Mark believes. He offered the American organisation,
Mainstreet USA, as an example.
‘They help towns to develop their unique character,
with bars, festivals and so on, helping communities to
regenerate.’
There is also an opportunity for booksellers to play
up the ‘green’ aspect, buying from a bookshop being
more sustainable than lots of delivery lorries going to
individual households.
So, do what you can to attract a younger market.
As Nic summed-up,

‘The booksellers themselves are
the ‘theatre’ for us. And people
are yearning for the analogue in a
digital world.’
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Chapter Catcher
magazine
A surprise guest to the
conference then took the
floor: Lord John Bird
MBE – otherwise known
as Baron Bird of Notting
Hill, the founder of the Big
Issue magazine and a great advocate of
reading, libraries and bookshops.
He told the conference audience why he has founded
a new magazine which should drive people into
bookshops to expand their knowledge. ‘The Brexit
vote felt like the biggest thing in my life, but I realised
that I relied on anecdote and the media to make my
decision,’ he said. ’Why didn’t I do my homework? We
don’t read widely enough or deeply enough.’
So he came up with Chapter Catcher magazine, which
features ‘chapters which whet
your appetite, to encourage
more reading’. An innovative
sales model is currently being
piloted at 20 bookshops. Half
the reader’s subscription goes
to their chosen bookshop,
and they will collect the
magazine mailing from
the shop.
‘The magazine comes in an unsealed envelope so that
you can put your stuff in, or local information from
your community,’ Lord Bird said.

‘There’s only one way to save a
bookshop: footfall. We want to
put bookshops and libraries at
the intellectual epicentre of the
community.’ Watch this space!

Conversations
about our industry:
A welcome
from
BA President,
Nic Bottomley
‘This year’s conference is about
conversations,’ Nic said, opening his
address. ‘We need to build on some
of those we’ve started, but to dive
into the heart of the issues that
we face so we can deliver real
changes for the better in the way
our industry functions.’
He began with the Green Conversation.

‘It feels wrong to talk about us
having made progress, given the
colossal scale of this global epochdefining problem. But in our defined
sphere of influence, we have made
some progress.’
The BA set up a task force following the 2018
conference, which put together a Green Bookselling
Manifesto focusing on three areas – booksellers, the
BA itself and the wider trade.
On the latter, publishers and distributors are already
acting. Publishers are receptive to the idea of
eradicating unsolicited point of sale materials, and
PRH has moved to cardboard fillers, for example.
Members of the task force saw at first hand the
efficiency of the recycling functions at the big
distribution hubs and their dedication to reducing
plastic and other waste.
‘But now it’s time for the really big, collaborative
conversations on this front,’ Nic said. ‘Let’s think about
how many books we’re destroying as an industry. And
how much fuel we’re burning, shipping too many
books into our shops in the first place just so we can
ship back the ones we don’t sell.’ We must ensure that
unwanted and credited books don’t slip back into the
supply chain to undermine us, but perhaps there are
simply too many books created? ‘We need to look
fundamentally at how we buy books.’
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Nic reported that the BA Green Task Force is now
discussing with the trade issues such as publishers
incentivising actual sale volumes rather than initial
purchase volumes; hybrid models to lie between Sale
or Return, Firm sale and Consignment terms; pressure
to over-order for events; and promoting bookshops as
‘titans of backlist’ rather than overstretching resources
on too much front-list.
Nic also mentioned that the BA is talking to many
industry players about other issues, including the
ordering of books, ‘the area where we are most behind
the times in the book industry.’ Many of the stock
control systems used in the independent sector are
cumbersome and outdated. ‘We’re working on it,’
he said.
Then there’s the High Street Conversation. Nic
believes our future lies not as screen-led showrooms
for our internet sales offer, but

‘as viable and vibrant hubs with
bookshops run by passionate book
nerds, and like-minded businesses,
pumping the lifeblood back into
their communities. The secret to our
long-term survival is in providing
theatrical or atmospheric or
knowledgeable or experience-heavy,
book-crammed spaces.’
‘That’s what will lure in both traditional high-street
lovers and screen-weary Generation Z-ers seeking
connection. That’s what will keep the book-lovers
coming in and doing our marketing for us AND enable
us to find and inspire new readers of every background
and generation.’
To support this, the Political Conversation must
continue. The BA is in constant dialogue with central
government departments on behalf of booksellers.
‘We’re lobbying on the big things that matter to us
all – on further business rate reform, on incentivising
the occupation of empty retail space, on high street
regeneration more generally and, perennially, on
concerns about the systemic imbalances and injustices
between us all and Amazon.’
Amazon, Nic reported with a glint in his eye, paid £220
million in tax this year. ‘On earnings of what, now?
£10.9 billion. Still, at least they apologised to their
fellow booksellers for their recent embargo breach.’
Cue ironic laughter from the audience.

‘Open dialogue with your local
councils, talk with other businesses.
If things are static, you can be the
one who spurs things into action.’
He paused for a moment, ‘to talk of Tim Godfray. The
time will come in October – unless a further extension
is granted – when everyone at the BA will no longer
have the option of popping down the corridor to ask
Tim a question. On the politics of bookselling, he
taught everyone all that they know.’
Nic went on to discuss ‘Conversations with each other,’
firstly about professional support – the pooling of
knowledge akin to creating a university of bookselling
which could ‘build bookselling skills remotely and
continuously’. Imagine, he said, as so many new
entrants come into the industry, being faced with the
foreign language of our trade. For starters, ‘You have
to back-order your front list and return your mid-list
(which was your front-list a few weeks ago).’ Sharing
knowledge about our profession is important.
Secondly, providing emotional support. ‘Collectively
we have created some of the most crucial hubs of
togetherness, sense and knowledge that exist in our
entirely non-sensical world. BUT sometimes sales can
be a bit crap. And other times,
if life’s been kicking you in
the peanuts, putting on
the service show can be
really tough. We need
to feel comfortable
having conversations
with each other about
when business isn’t
going so well, so that
we can help and support
one another.’

‘We have a vibrant, cohesive and
resilient network now,’ Nic believes.
‘On social media this Saturday night
I saw different booksellers looking
forward to the coming together of
their tribe. We are a tribe. Anyone
can join. Anyone who loves books –
and even a few who don’t. And we
leave no-one behind.’

On a smaller scale, Nic urged everyone to throw
themselves into local discussions:
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Change and
consolidation:
2019 at the BA
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Green bookselling: Another
important theme which gained
considerable media interest. There
is now a BA Green Bookselling
as
Task Force and a Green Bookselling
k f o r c Manifesto, and there will soon be a
Guide to Creating a Green Bookshop. Next year, Meryl
said, ‘We will be holding a Trade Green Summit. Urgent
action and research are required; we’ll be involving
publishers and authors as well as leading the way in
collaborations with bookselling organisations in the
US, Australia, New Zealand and Germany.’
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Diversity and inclusiveness:
Meryl reported that over forty
grants for initiatives have been
made to bookshops this year by
the BA. She called for submissions
AN
E
T P R OJ
for the final phase of grants. She
also listed the booksellers under the age of 25 whose
contribution has been recognised with a James
Patterson Special Achievement Award for Young
Booksellers. Meanwhile, the BA and Egmont have
funded the new Egmont Eager Readers Project, where
eight bookshops have each been working with six
disadvantaged families to encourage reading.

t

Fighting for bookshops: We saw
Small Business Rates Relief for stores
with a rateable value under £51,000
BOOKSELLERS this year – welcome, but, as Meryl
BUSINESS RATES said, ‘We need fundamental business
REFORM rates reform’. The Association also
continues to try and improve the competitiveness
of bricks-and-mortar shops, making a submission
to the EU Commission anti-trust investigation into
the Amazon Marketplace. ‘As long as we are in the
EU, we’ll lobby on this,’ Meryl added, ‘And we’ll go
on doing so for Ireland.’ It’s part of a wider picture:
there are similar investigations underway in the USA,
where the Department of Justice and Federal Trade
Commission are looking into online platforms, and the
Australian government is doing the same.

she said. This year, audio book sales are up, the BA
is looking into making the most of pre-orders and
is encouraging high street collaborations. This is set
in the context of the current political uncertainly,
particularly over Brexit – when and if it happens.
ENESS•
IV

During 2019, the BA completed its
new internal structure, with new
roles and responsibilities for the
senior team. Meryl thanked the BA’s
Advisory Council of booksellers and
wholesalers for their support and
welcomed five new members to t
he Council.

‘We are going to get more aggressive
in promoting bookshops versus
online purchases with a new social
media strand, #choosebookshops, a
call to action for consumers, authors
and publishers,’

GR

The BA’s Managing Director
Meryl Halls whistled
through a year of change
and achievement for the
Booksellers Association.
‘I always visit bookshops
wherever I am in the world, recently
in British Columbia, Canada – and
you in the UK and Ireland can hold
your heads up very high in terms of
design and enthusiasm,’ Meryl said.
She reported that twenty-one new
indie bookshops have opened so far in
2019, along with five new Waterstones
stores, and bookshops showed strong
half-year trading to July.
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Supply chain solutions: In this overlapping area,
a BA Working Party is increasing understanding
between shops and suppliers, and visited Hachette,
HarperCollins & PRH’s distribution centres. A report
on supply chain issues is planned, and the BA will keep
pressure on publishers to standardise solutions.
Professional bookselling:
The BA’s bid to gain Arts Council
funding for a ‘university’ of bookselling
was unsuccessful, but, said Meryl,
‘We will continue to expand professional
development tools under the banner of ‘BA Learning’.
The Unwin Charitable Trust supports mentoring
for booksellers, and there is external support for
professionalising bookselling through the Oxford
Summer School and involvement in the American
Booksellers Association Winter Institute, and the
Best Small Shops and Great British High Street
competitions. The Shopfloor Publishers Project also
continues to provide an opportunity for publishers
and booksellers to share experiences.
Events: These included Academic Book Week,
support for World Book Day, plus the Irish and Scottish
Conferences. There will be a new Welsh Conference
at Aberystwyth in 2020. The popular regional events –
retitled Bookshop Socials – will continue in the
year ahead.

‘Independent Bookshop Week,
with Hachette as lead sponsors,
featured publisher exclusives,
author tours and a podcast tour.
Evaluation showed a 50% uplift in
media coverage. The Independent
Booksellers Children’s Book of the
Month has led to 200% increase in
sales for these titles, demonstrating
to publishers that when you get
behind a title, you can make a
difference. We are now introducing
a Booksellers Choice monthly
selection of a title for adult readers.
We hope this will provide a rallying
point for publishers to develop indie
initiatives.’

Batch: The payment and returns
system expanded its coverage with
new suppliers and bookshops, and
now operates in 78 countries.
There is strong support for the
introduction of Batch to US
bookstores. In development is a Batch App for smart
phones, which will include an invoice finder. Meryl
announced a new Batch ideas Award 2020, which will
offer a £1,000 award for innovative ideas to benefit the
book trade and BA members.
National Book Tokens:
Meryl praised NBTs for their
support: ‘They actively promote
bookshops to the public. This year
they made major investment in IBW
with the successful “High 5 for Bookshops” initiative.’
2020: All these themes continue to be important,
Meryl said.

‘It’s going to be a year of creative
consolidation. High street leadership
will be key. There is no point in
having shining, creative bookshops
on failing high streets.’
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Kindness matters
for our communities
In the conference keynote
address, Noreena
Hertz explored our
lonely century, and
how bookshops can be
rewarded for making an
effort to connect their communities.
In her upcoming book, The Lonely Century: How
isolation Imperils our Future (May 2020), Noreena Hertz
explores the effects of disconnection in modern
society. She is an advisor to leading business and
political figures on global trends and is an honorary
professor at University College London.
She described how her childhood was peppered with
illness that stemmed from her sense of isolation and
exclusion as the child of immigrants. ‘The Children’s
Bookshop in Muswell Hill was my solace, and
through its owner Helen Paiba I found kinship with the
characters in books.’
‘Loneliness has corporeal manifestations,’ Noreena
explained. ‘In the lonely body, the stress hormone
cortisol rises faster, while the amygdala keeps the
flight-or-flight mechanism going for longer.’ People
who feel lonely have a higher risk of heart disease,
stroke and other conditions, making them thirty
percent more likely to die prematurely. ‘It’s as bad as
smoking 15 cigarettes a day,’ she added.
She reported that in the UK, one-in-ten children say
they feel lonely sometimes, rising to 40 percent in
16-20 year-olds. Many elderly people say that the
television is their only friend. Our society can fail to
meet the human need to be heard, seen, cared for and
to have agency.
Studies show that the lonelier someone is, the
more likely they are to be less empathetic to others.
Noreena believes that this may explain a troubling
trend in Western Society: when loneliness is combined
with economic hardship, the lure of belonging offered
by the tribal rhetoric of extreme right-wing groups can
seem far more attractive.
Why is this such a lonely century? The causes of
increasing loneliness are many, but include our
addiction to smart phones – on average we check
our screens 210 times a day – which means we are
not present with our colleagues, friends, lovers and
children. Studies show that some young people even
struggle to read basic facial clues because they are so
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used to communicating via a phone instead of face-toface. Other factors include the speed of contemporary
life, especially in cities where we do all we can not to
connect with others; the pressures of the workplace
which mean fewer people eat lunch together or make
friends at work. The ‘gig economy’ also encourages
individual working, while the rise of big tech and
online purchasing – of everything from meals to books
– discourages people from meeting in cafés or shops,
for example.
As Noreena put it,

‘The communication revolution has
collectively destroyed our ability to
communicate in person.’
She argues that governments must take steps to
reconnect society, putting this at the very heart of the
political project – actively supporting high streets for
example.

‘We must move to a system that
rewards care and compassion. But
we must all play a personal part in
change, and consciously be kinder:
seek out contact with people who
are different from us; talk to people;
be properly present with our loved
ones.’
And of course,

‘Bookshops are ideally placed to
provide physical spaces where
people can come together, chat,
unite. With the loss of libraries, parks
and playgrounds, youth clubs and so
on, we need spaces to interact.’
To encourage bookshops to become community
hubs, Noreena announced a new initiative she and
her publisher have developed: the inaugural Sceptre
Bookshop Award to recognise bookshops that do the
most for their communities.
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A special
relationship:
US and UK bookselling
Oren Teicher,
CEO of the
American
Booksellers
Association and
Tim Godfray,
Executive Chairman of the BA,
wandered into the conference room
for their address as if on a long hike.
They sat down with a comfortable log
cabin behind them, a cosy fire glowing
in its grate. Where were they hiking to?
Towards retirement – Tim after
47 years at the BA, and Oren after
30 years at the ABA.
‘You and I are two of five leaders of bookselling
associations standing down in the next few months,’
said Tim. He asked Oren how he saw the current state
of affairs.

‘Our organisations have a lot more
in common than ever before,’ Oren
believes. ‘We have similar challenges
and opportunities to find common
solutions. We have shared ideas and
initiatives.’
‘In America, the view of the anti-competition
authorities has been that as long as consumer prices
are reduced, everything is okay. But the good news
is that these views are changing: there’s a willingness
of anti-trust authorities to take a serious look at the
extraordinary impact of Amazon.’
Tim remarked that the time of greatest change for
him was around 1995, when the Net Book Agreement
ended, so books could be discounted, and at the same
time Amazon began trading.
‘At every point in the US there’s been some tsunami
coming over the horizon that’s going to wipe indies
out,’ Oren said. ‘But in fact, our channel is resilient.
Bookshops are different from other retail, there’s

something about the product we’re putting in people’s
hands that is different.
‘But we were the first victims of Amazon, because they
began as a bookseller – books are easy to box and
dispatch, and the ISBN system enabled tracking. Now
they are opening physical bookstores, but there they
just want households to open Amazon Prime accounts
and generate data. We’re not too concerned, they’re
not bookstores as we run them. But I think consumer
attitudes are changing as Amazon’s abuses become so
obvious.’
Tim agreed on opinion change.

‘I’ve spent a lot of my working life
challenging Amazon’s working
practices. They’ve developed over
20 offshore shell companies,
transferring tangible assets to these.
As a result, they have amazingly low
profit in the UK so pay amazingly
low corporation tax. It’s not illegal,
but it is so unfair. And that message
seems increasingly to be understood
by parliamentarians.’
‘In the US, we’re doing okay partly because of the
impact of the localism movement. A large percentage
of consumers would prefer to shop in a local store.
There’s an opportunity to grow that movement. At the
same time, members can take advantage of improved
technology to help with back-end inventory, payroll,
etcetera and ways to communicate with customers.

‘Publishers have a willingness to help
reinvent the model now. And our
publishing partners have grown to
understand that a viable network
of independent stores matters to
them. Their support has increased.
For example, getting the books
onto shelves sooner – the US is a
big country – with a reinvented
distribution network. We can now
get books in 24-48 hours. And they
have introduced initiatives to help
us sell authors’ backlists, as another
example.’
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‘Are you optimistic about the future?’ Tim asked.

‘Yes. For one of the most important
reasons. As I see here in the UK too,
a torch has been passed to a younger
generation. In the past, we were
all the same age. That’s changed
a-hundred-and-eighty degrees. I
don’t minimise the challenges for
that younger generation but there’s
a resilience about people in this
business. People who operate as
booksellers are unique.’

Tim feels optimistic too.

‘I’m so delighted to leave the BA
with Meryl at the helm and a great
management team. The media are
supporting us, and books are doing
well. There’s optimism from the
bookselling community in both the
UK and Ireland.’
‘The partnership between the US
and UK in books is really important.
I’m hoping and expecting that we
will continue that,’ Oren concluded.
At the end of the discussion, Meryl Halls presented Oren
Teicher with a gift to thank him for his leadership in the
industry and his collaboration with the UK.
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Investing in
Inclusivity: BA Grants
for Diversity Initiatives
Sharmaine Lovegrove,
Director of Dialogue Books,
spoke to the conference
via a video. For many years
a bookseller, Sharmaine
now runs a publisher
concentrating on minority voices.
She is one of the judges allocating the
BA’s diversity grants. Conference chair
Cathy Rentzenbrink is also on
the judging panel.
‘The book trade is still a white,
middle class arena,’ Sharmaine said.
In order to survive, it must change
and bring in people from different
backgrounds and ethnicities. ‘If you
can’t employ people, at least stock a
range of books from varied authors.’

Submissions are invited for the next tranche of BA
diversity and inclusivity grants. ‘The grants are a great
opportunity. As judges, we’re looking for different ideas
on how develop diversity in your community. Inclusion
is the real key. We want big, bold ideas.’
Two booksellers told us about their
grant-winning initiatives. Debbie
James from Kibworth Books
described how event organisers
in nearby Leicester are strong on
inclusivity, including this October the
Crosswords Festival which supports
new and emerging writers. But this is
not reflected in rural Leicestershire.

‘The grant has allowed me to invite
Crossroads Festival authors to come
to Kibworth,’
Debbie said. She will invite high school students to
attend, and promote events to wider Leicestershire,
covering less affluent areas. ‘It’s also been a
springboard for other ideas,’ she said, widening the
choice for book-club books, cinema club screenings
and author events.
Jenna Warren from Book Corner in
Saltburn-by-the-Sea has set up The
Writers’ Plan, a series of five training
sessions for working class writers from
Teeside and the Tees Valley to build
confidence and give them tools to
develop a professional writing career.
Working with author and facilitator
Carmen Marcus, Jenna has used the BA grant to fund
six places and provide a travel bursary, refreshments
and stationery.

‘We needed to reach new people,’
Jenna explained, ‘So we sent
out flyers to community hubs
and libraries and promoted it on
Facebook. Successful submissions
were chosen not from the most
polished, but from people who’d had
less educational opportunity.’
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Books galore
Throughout the conference, there
were authors, authors everywhere,
and lots of books to drink in. As well
as the writers who spoke at the
Gardners Trade Show, we were treated
to three debut authors – Louise Hare,
Beth Rutter and Dominique Valenta
– introducing their creations at the
BA Afternoon Tea and New Voices,
sponsored by HarperCollins. At the
BA Conference Dinner, sponsors
Independent Alliance presented
no less than 12 of their authors for
delegates to enjoy between courses,
as the authors spoke about their new
titles. Writers ranged from
Elizabeth Buchan and Chris
Wormell to Claudia Hammond
and Lenny Henry. For delegates who
stayed on for the Bookseller Dinner
on Monday, Michael Joseph brought
eight authors to the tables to meet
delegates, and Jojo Moyes talked
engagingly about her new novel based
on the 1930s Packhorse Librarians of
rural Kentucky.

Despite the fact that delegates were
already laden with goodies from
the Trade Show, whenever piles of
proof copies appeared, booksellers
fell on them with excitement –
what an opportunity to get ahead
of the game!
The conference rounded off with the presentation
of the Bookshop Heroes Awards, chosen from
nominations by BA members. The Sophie Christopher
Publicist of the Year 2019, renamed in honour of the
Transworld publicist and founder of The FLIP Sophie
Christopher, who died earlier this year, went to Anna
Frame of Cannongate. The BA Rep of the Year was
awarded jointly to Kate Bullows of Pan Macmillan and
John McColgan of Faber.

Publishers presented us with an extraordinarily
varied range of titles at the Monday afternoon
Fever Pitch sessions. Each publisher had a
strictly-enforced five minutes to present
their favourite title for autumn, spring
highlights, a book we might have missed
and a wild card title. Among the highlights
was HarperCollins imprint, Fourth Estate,
which chose to devote its five minutes to
Hilary Mantel’s editor, Nicholas Pearson,
with an introduction to The Mirror &
the Light.
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Skills Labs
Round-up
Delegates at the 2019 BA Book
Trade Conference could choose to
attend three of 15 skills labs, where
booksellers shared their experience
and invited discussion with delegates.
For more detail, access the presentation slides from
all the Skills Labs by logging on to:
booksellerevents.org.uk/login.aspx
You will need Username: BAC19 and
Password: BAC@3v3nts
Pre-Orders Oren Teicher, ABA
and Nic Bottomley, BA
The ABA found that from 3% to 30%
of a book’s sales take place before
publication – mostly through preorders on Amazon. Take your share of
this market by promoting pre-orders
of titles attractive to your customers: regular big titles,
special editions and high street exclusives and lesserknown but locally-attractive books. Offer extras with
pre-orders such as bags or badges to soften full-price
purchase. Market pre-orders online – where you may
pick up customers who are more likely to order there –
and in store with displays, shelf talkers and so on.
The BA will be talking to wholesalers and publishers
about deliveries, how to record the date of sale and
other technical issues, to help booksellers pursue
pre-orders.

authors when they visit and check in advance whether
the set-up suits them. Sell them the attractions of
your location and avoid negative talk about things like
slow sales. For celebrities, build up evidence of your
professionalism in running events before organisers
will consider you, and talk to them first about the
practicalities.
Green Bookselling
Kevin Ramage,
The Watermill Bookshop
& Café, Aberfedly,
Chair: Anita Sethi
Climate change is a crucial
issue for the globe – but
avoid ‘green wash’; focus on issues that count. Promote
books about the issue. Conduct a green audit of your
own shop and see the BA’s Green Manifesto for ways
to improve, such as ensuring all cardboard and plastic
is recycled where possible, exploring greener suppliers
and eliminating single-use plastic. The BA Green Task
Force is exploring ways for the industry change, for
example on returns to publishers to reduce waste.
It’s for all of us to take action.
Caboodle – the Local
Marketing Engine
Uzo Unuora and
Lisa Bywater, National
Book Tokens
Exploring the range
of marketing tools for
offered by Caboodle, which has 400,000 members.
Members enjoy competitions to win books and related
items, Caboodle Firsts offering early access to certain
titles, features and bookseller recommendations,
quizzes for both children and adults, Caboodle Points
for regular buyers to collect and regular emails
promoting local offers and events. Promote your own
shop and events via Caboodle.
Performance Poetry
Andrea Reece, National
Poetry Day, Sophie
Herxheimer, Poet & Artist

Running Events Paul Black, Andersen Press,
Rosi Crawley, Walker Books, Georgina Moore and
Edina Boyd-Gibbins, Midas PR. Chair: Jane Streeter,
The Bookcase, Lowdham
To help support your events programme, build
personal relationships with book publicists: visit or call
them, follow them on twitter and keep them in touch
with planned events, but avoid making demands in
autumn. Well organised events will attract them back.
Build relationships with authors, showing evidence
that your shop sells their kind of title. Look after your

National Poetry Day in
October, linked with
BAMB, had a broadcast
audience of over 200 million in 2018. The market for
poetry books is up almost 50% since 2014. Poetry
Day provides marketing back-up with special schools
activities, a YouTube competition and wide media
coverage, plus a Poetry Ambassador. To celebrate
the 25th Day in 2019, booksellers chose 25 poetry
books from the last 25 years. Use this background to
promote your own events.
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Working
with
Schools
Vanessa
Lewis,
The Book
Nook,
Hove, Sarah Dennis, Mostly Books, Abingdon.
Chair: Anita Sethi
What you can offer that’s different from other local
and online suppliers? Can you make money? Do you
have the staff to meet demand? Develop relationships
with schools through networking, with advice, teacher
events and mailings and supporting school prizegivings. Customer service is key, providing a high level
of curation and recommendation: stock, curriculum,
reading programmes, reading-age levels, diversity/
inclusive books. Be open to price matching; ensure fast
delivery. Ideas: book corners and boxes; author events,
multi-school events and book fairs; personalised book
tokens for schools; promotional materials. Promote
events to get both children and parents excited.
Town Centre Management
Emma Corfield Walters, Book-ish,
Crickhowell
Why should bookshops get involved?
There is too much retail, and too much
of the same retail and high streets are
dying. But people want to connect. Indies can thrive
on this change. Crickhowell won the Best High Street
in the UK by Book-ish working closely with other local
innovators to build pride in the community, encourage
local spending and create a destination. Get to know
and patronise the other businesses. Use social media
to mobilise; create a forum to discuss ideas but
discourage negativity. Use the ‘Totally Locally’ toolkit.
Be loud!

Batch Adam Hewson, Hewson books, Andy Rossiter,
Rossiter Books, Antonia Squire, Dorset Books,
Antonia Squire, The Bookshop, Bridport. Chair,
Fraser Tanner of Batch
Batch The App is now available to download via
the Batch website. It features an invoice finder and
can scan barcodes from HarperCollins box labels.
Use Batch for smarter business: for example, Kieron
described how to generate Batch Reports, which can
produce Summary Invoice and Credit List reports,
determining value and VAT for multiple shops. An
Invoice and Credit List report can show where books
came from (to challenge returns) and whether books
have been charged/credited. Remittance reports show
what’s been paid and identify VAT invoices.
The Paperless Bookshop
Mel Griffin, Griffin Books, Penarth
Looking at how Gardlink can deal
with ordering, for example: keeping a
full history of title orders, re-orders
(optimising margins and eliminating
slow-moving stock), customer
orders (helping to develop a customer database and
automatically contacting them when an order arrives),
goods-in (receiving, claims), and returns. Meanwhile,
daily and monthly sales Excel spreadsheets and
quarterly VAT sheets support bookkeeping and VAT
returns without unnecessary paper records.
The Basics of
Bookselling
Sheila O’Reilly and
Patrick Neale, Jaffe &
Neale Bookshop & Café

Selling Online
Kieron Smith,
Blackwells, Tim Morris,
Booka Bookshop
Online shoppers still
compare what they find
on retailers’ sites to Amazon. Buyers enjoy a website’s
product information, so make it attractive. Use the
internet to promote events (Google My Business,
Caboodle, Eventbrite); use social media, but it’s very
needy – target your use to your audiences. Be aware
of delivery costs. Make sure all this IS selling books.
Booka increased its turnover by 25% in 2018, driven by
events and online sales. The latter will grow to 15%
in 2019. Its transactional website includes curated,
niche stock not the full stock, plus tickets, pre-orders,
signed copies, book subscriptions and vouchers. Built
using Wordpress, customised, Woo Commerce for
the shopping cart, Paypal, and hosted by Flywheel.
Choose providers carefully to suit your needs.
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A session for those new
to bookselling – and those who wanted to brush up –
covering ten things that every bookseller should know.

A TRIBE THAT ANYONE CAN JOIN:The BA Book Trade Conference 2019

Time Management
Clare Grist-Taylor, publisher and
business consultant

Inclusive Bookselling Jenna Warren,
The Book Corner, Tracy Kenny, Kett’s Books.
Chair: Alan Staton, BA
Removing barriers to encourage everyone to enjoy
your bookshop. The Book Corner set up The Writer’s
Plan, a course to encourage working class writers to
build confidence and strategy to become professional
writers. The shop took part in Diverse Books Week
(‘Read something different’) in June 2019, an initiative
to widen access to a range of books that might
otherwise be overlooked and more closely reflect our
diverse society. As a Community Interest Company,
Ketts Books is run mostly by volunteers and allows a
diverse range of people from the locality to develop
skills and continue to learn while providing a hub for
the local community.

Authorless Events Helen Stanton, Forum Books,
Matt Taylor, Chepstow Bookshop, Jo Coldwell,
Red Lion Books. Chair: Anita Sethi
Be creative: children’s event from popular character
costume to tea parties with readings (ticket per person
not per child); events (readings, tours, costumes)
related to famous local authors; build links with
local author for exclusive signed copies; candlelit
or costumed readings or book groups; silent book
disco, with an author’s playlist or related playlist using
wireless headphones; local musicians play bookrelated music; book-related film showing; murder
mystery evening using Reading Agency resources;
interactive voting for book prizes with related event;
‘teen takeover’ curating the teen shelf and helping in
the shop; secret Santa – sell wrapped books, not to be
opened until Christmas. Check on licences for music,
film (for example, show as part of a film festival) and
alcohol (do not offer as part of the ticket price, as
technically a sale). NB: a successful record with all
events can convince publicists to send authors to you.

Top-ten hacks for managing all the
demands on a bookseller’s time:
Undertake a time audit; Pick your
moments (what’s the best time
for which task, personally and re busy days/weeks/
months?); Organise/plan/schedule (with staff too);
Prioritise (where and how can I make the most
difference?); Focus (avoid multi-tasking, break down
tasks); Manage distractions (schedule email/web time,
work offline); Delegate (train and empower); Optimise
layout (for ease of team as well as customers);
Document/automate; Self care (how
do you derive your energy? Reward yourself).
Community
Bookselling
Meera Ghanshamdas,
Moon Lane Ink CIC,
Dee Lalljee, Crediton
Community Bookshop.
Chair: Meryl Halls, BA
Crediton Community Bookshop is not-for-profit,
community-owned, with both paid staff and
volunteers. Funding allows undertaking social
enterprise as well as traditional bookshop roles,
including community and schools outreach, volunteer
programme, local activities and festival, authors
events, plus reluctant reader interventions to help
literacy rates, parent and pupil sessions, teen review
groups, CPD and writing workshops. The number of
schools involved has grown steadily in five years. It
also provides hot-desking and event space. Moon Lane
Ink has a similar role and was set up as a Community
Interest Company in south London to run alongside
Tales on Moon Lane children’s bookshop a few
miles away.
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CONFERENCE SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
BATCH
Batch is the BA’s online payment system
enabling bookshops worldwide to save
time and money by trading electronically.
Booksellers who use our FREE service can
manage their invoices, returns and business
data 24 hours a day, 365 days of the year.

Martin, whose blockbusting A Song of Ice
and Fire series has enraptured fans across
the globe, and perennial fiction favourites
Bernard Cornwell, Patricia Cornwell and
Cecelia Ahern. In non-fiction, HarperCollins
publishes such luminaries as Max Hastings,
Nigel Slater and Professor Brian Cox.

Batch.co.uk | @batch_services

@HarperCollinsUK

BERTRAMS

NATIONAL BOOK TOKENS

Bertrams strive to make bookselling easy,
and their customers benefit from competitive
pricing on over 10 million titles, and great
customer service offered by both personal
account managers and the experienced
customer service team. Bertrams also offer
a range of marketing support to customers,
and regular promotional offers on thousands
of relevant titles.

National Book Tokens has been inspiring book
lovers since 1932. National Book Tokens are
the perfect gift for book lovers of all ages
and are the only gift cards sold and accepted
in bookshops across the UK and Ireland,
including all the major chains and local
independents. They can also be spent online
and on eBooks.

Bertrams.com | @BertramBooks

nationalbooktokens.com |
@book_tokens

EDELWEISS BY ABOVE THE TREELINE

NIELSEN BOOK

We connect the world with books.
Edelweiss+, powered by Above the Treeline,
gives over 130,000 book professionals a single
source of information to sell, discover, and
order new titles. Our analytical and workflow
tools help publishers, booksellers, libraries,
and reviewers “work better, read more.” We
proudly serve thousands of retail outlets,
libraries and publishing houses across the
United States and Europe.

Nielsen Book provides a range of services to
the book industry internationally, aiding the
discovery and purchase, distribution and sales
measurement of books. We are proud to run
the ISBN and SAN Agencies for UK & Ireland
as well as providing search and discovery
services for booksellers and libraries. Our
electronic trading solutions, including Nielsen
PubEasy, help everyone involved in the
book supply chain trade more easily and our
Research services provide retail sales analysis
for both print and e-books alongside research
from our Books and Consumer Survey. For
publishers we offer a range of services from
assigning an ISBN to your book to adding your
metadata to our database and promotional
tools to help market your book. If you would
like to know more simply email:

edelweiss.abovethetreeline.com |
@weiss_squad
GARDNERS
Over 30 years, Gardners has grown to
become a leading wholesaler of books to
independent booksellers and retailers around
the world, along with a wide range of book
related items, stationery, ebooks and digital
content, and entertainment products. The
team at Gardners work hard to simplify and
enhance the supply chain through a proven
combination of extensive product range,
innovative services and experienced staff.
Gardners have been sponsoring the BA
Conference since 2012, enabling hundreds of
booksellers to attend the annual event for
FREE.

gardners.com | @gardners
HARPERCOLLINS
With a heritage stretching back 200 years,
HarperCollins is one of the world’s foremost
book publishers, with a catalogue ranging
from cutting-edge contemporary fiction
to award-winning apps and everything in
between. Today, HarperCollins UK publishes
around 1,000 books a year. Our authors
include worldwide bestsellers such as Booker
Prize winner Hilary Mantel, writer of Wolf
Hall and Bring Up The Bodies, George RR

sales.book@nielsen.com |
@NielsenBook

resource by many bookshops, small and
large. Published weekly, it’s packed full of
deal news, author interviews, official book
sales charts, previews of upcoming books and
expert trends analysis. Visit The Bookseller
stand in the Courtyard Lounge refreshment
area to find out more about the many
subscriber benefits for indies, and discover
the exciting subscriber-only features coming
soon on its dedicated reviews site, Books in
the Media.

thebookseller.com/ba-member |
@thebookseller
THE INDEPENDENT ALLIANCE
The Independent Alliance is a global alliance
of publishers and their international partners
who share a common vision of editorial
excellence, original, diverse publishing,
innovation in marketing and commercial
success. The Independent Alliance is a huge
supporter of the BA conference and has
hosted many brilliant and memorable events.

faber.co.uk/independent-alliance |
@Indies_Alliance
THE LONDON BOOK FAIR
The London Book Fair is the global
marketplace for rights negotiation and
the sale and distribution of content across
print, audio, TV, film and digital channels.
BA Members receive FREE entry to the
London Book Fair. The BA and LBF work
together each year to produce a programme
of bookseller activity in and around the Fair
including a bookseller seminar programme,
publisher presentations, a hosted bookseller
programme and a bookseller party. The 2020
Fair will be held at Olympia from the
10-12th March.

londonbookfair.co.uk |
@LondonBookFair

MICHAEL JOSEPH

THE UNWIN CHARITABLE TRUST

Michael Joseph specialises in women’s fiction,
crime, thrillers, cookery, memoirs and lifestyle
books. Many of their authors are household
names in the UK and around the world.
We are delighted that Michael Joseph are
sponsoring the bookseller dinner on
Monday evening.

Since its foundation in 1975 by the publisher
Rayner Unwin CBE, the Unwin Charitable
Trust has supported publishing, bookselling
and literacy in the UK and abroad. In 2017
the Unwin Charitable Trust launched the
Booksellers’ Mentoring Programme at the
BA Conference. This ongoing programme is
designed to assist small, independent high
street bookshops by funding professional
advice from a highly-experienced bookseller.
One year on, we have worked with many
bookshops around the UK and Ireland and
now have a team of four (soon to be five,
we hope) mentors ready to help booksellers
address their concerns and develop their
business plans.

penguin.co.uk/company/publishers/
michael-joseph.html
| @ MichaelJBooks
THE BOOKSELLER
Members of the Booksellers Association
can save 20% off subscription rates for
The Bookseller magazine by using the
promo code BA20 when ordering by
phone or online. Even after 160 years, The
Bookseller remains at the heart of the book
industry and is considered an invaluable

unwincharitabletrust.org.uk |
@UnwinTrust

